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HORIZON SCANNING IN VETERINARY EPIDEMIOLOGY 
HOW TO GET TO THE MEETING VENUE 

Address 
Château de Colonster, Université de Liège 
Allée des Érables, 4000 Liège, Belgique 
 

Colonster Castle is located in the southern part of 
the Sart-Tilman University Campus, 2 minute drive 
from the E25 motorway and 10 kilometers from 
Liège. 

 

Route from Brussels (E40 motorway) and Namur 
(E42 motorway) : at the Loncin interchange, take 
slip road A602 to Luxembourg and the E25 
motorway. Radar speed checks are constantly 
carried out along the E40-E25 junction, which 
follows a tunnel under the hill of Cointe, then the 
“Pont de Liège” (the Bridge to Liège) and another 
tunnel under the district of Kinkempois. Leave the 
E25 motorway and take exit #40 to “Embourg”. 
Turn right to cross the river Ourthe, then left 
towards Sart-Tilman. Finally, turn right and enter 
the University Campus via the Boulevard du 
Rectorat. You will find the Allée des Érables easily: 
it is a beautiful, tree-lined drive on your right (see 
picture). 
 

 

Route from Maastricht (E25) and Aachen (E40) : 
Take the E40 motorway to Brussels up to the 
Loncin interchange. Then follow the route above. 

Route from Luxembourg (E25) : Leave the E25 
motorway and take exit #40 to “Embourg”. Take 
the bridge and cross the river Ourthe, then turn 
left towards Sart Tilman. Finally, turn right and 
enter the University Campus via the Boulevard du 
Rectorat. You will find the Allée des Érables easily : 
it is a beautiful, tree-lined drive on your right (see 
picture). 
See on the map 

Car Park 

The Castle car park can accommodate up to 150 
cars. Harmoniously curved, it is perfectly 
integrated into the environment without spoiling 
it. In springtime, it is wonderfully coloured by 
cherry trees in blossom. 

The car park is about 50 meters from Colonster 
Castle. Access to the path is normally reserved for 
suppliers and people with reduced mobility. 

Access for People with Reduced Mobility 

People with reduced mobility (PRM) can 
announce themselves at the terminal located at 
the barrier. The entrance of Colonster Castle has 
three successive 9-cm steps and a 15-cm 
doorstep. Inside the Castle, all meeting and 
reception rooms are accessible by lift (1 m x 80 
cm; door opening: 80 cm). The PRM toilets are 
located on the 1st floor. 
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